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Title – The Cat from Hunger Mountain
Author – Ed Young
Call Number – E YOUNG
Book Description In a place called Hunger Mountain there lives a lord who has everything imaginable yet never
has enough. To satisfy his every desire, he hires builders to design the tallest pagoda; a worldfamous tailor to make his clothing from silk and gold threads; and a renowned chef to cook him
lavish meals with rice from the lord's own fields. What more could he possibly want?
Yet when drought plagues the land, Lord Cat is faced with his first taste of deep loss, he ventures
down the mountain and what he discovers will change his life forever.

Title – Penguin Problems
Author – Jory John
Call Number – E JOHN
Book Description Have you ever considered running away to Antarctica? Of course you have! Because it's a land
free of worries and responsibilities! All of your problems will surely be blown away by the icy
winds of that lawless paradise! . . . Won't they?
Think again, my friend. This penguin has come to tell you that his life down there is no more a
picnic than yours is here. For starters, it is FREEZING. Also, penguins have a ton of natural
predators. Plus, can you imagine trying to find your mom in a big ol' crowd of identical
penguins? No, thank you.
Yes, it seems there is no escaping the drudgery of your daily grind, whatever it might be. Or
perhaps we've just learned that grumps are everywhere. . . .

Title – Before Morning
Author – Joyce Sidman
Call Number – E SIDMAN

Book Description There are planes to fly and buses to catch, but a child uses the power of words, in the form of an
invocation, to persuade fate to bring her family a snow day — a day slow and unhurried enough
to spend at home together.

Title – A Child of Books
Author – Oliver Jeffers
Call Number – E JEFFERS
Book Description A little girl sails her raft across a sea of words, arriving at the house of a small boy and calling
him away on an adventure. Through forests of fairy tales and across mountains of make-believe,
the two travel together on a fantastical journey that unlocks the boy’s imagination. Now a
lifetime of magic and adventure lies ahead of him . . . but who will be next? Combining elegant
images by Oliver Jeffers and Sam Winston’s typographical landscapes shaped from excerpts of
children’s classics and lullabies, A Child of Books is a stunning prose poem on the rewards of
reading and sharing stories — an immersive and unforgettable reading experience that readers
will want to pass on to others.

Title – The Secret Birthday Message
Author – Eric Carle
Call Number – E CARLE
Book Description It is Tim's birthday. Instead of a package, Tim gets a mysterious letter -- written in code! Tim -and the reader -- are off, following the clues. And at the end of the treasure hunt is a wonderful
birthday surprise!

Title – School’s First Day of School
Author – Adam Rex
Call Number – E REX

Book Description It's the first day of school at Frederick Douglass Elementary and everyone's just a little bit
nervous, especially the school itself. What will the children do once they come? Will they like
the school? Will they be nice to him?
The school has a rough start, but as the day goes on, he soon recovers when he sees that he's not
the only one going through first-day jitters.

